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	F.C.U.K Your Way to Success: The Art of Maximising Results With Minimum Effort, 9789814408240 (9814408247), Marshall Cavendish Limited, 2013

	Sometimes the story of how something happened (or was created) is as interesting as the thing

	itself. This is very true in the case of this book.





	When Karen Leong, my co-director at Influence Solutions Pte Ltd, and I entered the Learning

	and Development (L&D) arena, it did not take us long to realize that CHANGE and

	EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT were the two things that scared the hell out of many leaders,

	human resource (HR) and organizational development (OD) managers. These were the two

	words that we heard the most often, regardless of the country we were in or the industry we

	happened to be working with. We found that most leaders and organizations were struggling to

	cope with one or both of these issues.





	Consequently, like any responsible L&D company, we began to evolve solutions specifically to

	address these two pressing needs. As a result, we were soon helping people to S.C.R.E.W.M.E.

	that is, Support Change and Revitalize Engagement with Minimal Effort.





	The S.C.R.E.W.M.E. workshops became so popular that not only were we running them almost

	every other week, I also began to write a book on this programme so that I could reach out and

	deliver the benefits to more people. That book (S.C.R.E.W.M£.) would have been out by now

	if Destiny hadn't delivered a twist in the tale and led me to write this one first. That is why in

	this book I talk about the S.C.R.E.W.M£. book as though it has already been written, even

	though it will now come out at a later date.
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Automotive Embedded Systems Handbook (Industrial Information Technology)CRC Press, 2008
Highlighting requirements, technologies, and business models, the Automotive Embedded Systems Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of existing and future automotive electronic systems. It presents state-of-the-art methodological and technical solutions in the areas of in-vehicle architectures, multipartner development...

		

Hybrid Systems: Computation and Control: 7th International Workshop, HSCC 2004, Philadelphia, PA, USA, March 25-27, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Workshop on Hybrid Systems: Computation and Control, HSCC 2004, held in Philadelphia, PA, USA, in March 2004.
The 43 revised full papers presented together with an invited article were carefully reviewed and selected from 117 submissions. The papers address all current...


		

Web Security & Commerce (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1997
Attacks on government Web sites, break-ins at Internet service providers, electronic credit card fraud, invasion of
personal privacy by merchants as well as hackers - is this what the World Wide Web is really all about?

Web Security & Commerce cuts through the hype and the front page stories. It tells you what the real risks...




	

Agile Software Development Teams (Progress in IS)Springer, 2015

	This book explores how agile development practices, in particular pair programming, code review and automated testing, help software development teams to perform better. Agile software engineering has become the standard software development paradigm over the last decade, and the insights provided here are taken from a large-scale survey of...


		

Computer-Aided Design of User Interfaces IV: Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Computer-Aided Design of User Interfaces CADUI '2004Springer, 2005
Computer-Aided Design of User Interfaces IV gathers the latest research of experts, research teams and leading organisations involved in computer-aided design of user interactive applications supported by software, with specific attention for platform-independent user interfaces and context-sensitive or aware applications. This...

		

Don't Just Do Something, Stand There!: Ten Principles for Leading Meetings That MatterBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2007

	Most people think meetings are all too often a waste of time. But Weisbrod and Janoff say that's only because of the way most meetings are run. In this book they offer ten principles that will allow you to get more done in meetings by doing less. The key is knowing what you can and can't control. You can't controol people's...
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